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Thescientific motivation, design criteria, andgeneral features of The University of Michigan 83" sector focused cyclotron facility' were reported) at the UCLA conference in 1462 . Since that time anumber of improvements have been made notonly in the facility but particularly in the understanding and control of the essential elements for producing stable beams of ions of well defined energy and quality . Thepurpose of this paper is to give an update of the facility and in particular to detail the-=sons for`the changes that have been made since that early report.
Briefly, the detailed design and construction of The University of Michigan 83" cyclotron facility was begun in 1960, andthefirst internal beam was obtained in late fall of 1962 . It was designed to produce beams of protons, deuterons, 3He, and alpha particles of energies 35 M.-V, 40 MeV, 90 MeV, and 80 MeV, respectively, as well as a variety of heavier ions, and deliver these to a magnetic analysis system having a resolving power EIRE= 8 x 103 with an intensity and Stability suitable for precision research in nuclear structure. These beams can also be delivered to an auxiliary beam line of resolving power 103 and are suitable for on-line charged-particle ß and y spectroscopy by time of flight, and for neutron cross`section measurements. The specifications on beam quality for the high-resolution charged-particle system and the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer place stringent requirements on the stability of the magnetic fields (1 :10°) and den voltage (1 :10`), onion source brightni;ss, and on extraction and external ion-optical systems. These are discussed in the following sections . The cyclotron magnet and vacuum cham described previously 1 ) . The magnet ( fig. 1 ) conventional H-type construction but has up]-lower pole tips 3" thick separated from the I -. - lower pole roots by a V shim gap. The shim originally intended to provide for shim W C. 1KRUM" et al .
th ;: luain ala~, li;' and the 2(r diffusion pump in the front center of the picture . Tht rr "si ,s " rise vati1mlly, and the rf power amplifier cabinet is mounted to the left silo . correct azimuthal harmonic cont-" proved to be unnecessary. Rose in the gap at high magnet excitation and thus reduce the gradient provides a convenient mounting of the NMR magnetic field of the magnet are given in of spiral shims of contour 2 an mounted on the pole tips and , at à 12' radius. A transition region joins a W W~ovide rnmic Kusing. The .-? of 0.033 and provide Y. ft 0.15 and accept--t vacuum chamber i. at a lip on the pole tips, ol,: root by six bolts, of three on two
THE GRADIENT COILS
To maintain isochronism for the accelerated particles, the average magnetic field must increase with radius, the increase for 40 MeV deuterons being approximately2.2 %or 330G. The increase is obtained with twelve sets of circular trim or gradient coils attached to the inside surfaces of the pole tips and spiral shims. The inexpensive fabrication technique described previously') has proved to be , more than satisfactory. The measured contribution to the magnetic field from each set is shownin fig.3. 
THE HARMONIC COILS
Two sets of harmonic coils are provided to permit compensation of any residual equivalent first harmonic in the magnetic field and to provide a means of perturbing the ion orbits . The inner set extends from 3.5' to 12" in radius, and each pair of the set extends 85* in azimuth.Constructed of IV thick double-sided, 2 ounce copper-coated printed circuit board, they span the first v, = I region where the field matches on to the isochronous value after coming off the central bump. The outer set extends from 42" to 50% and each pair extends 17' in azimuth (extraction radius is 36.56) . The coils are constructed of conventional water-cooled copper tubing. The currents in each of the three pairs of inner coils (identical currents in each member of a pair) can be varied simisoidally about zero, with a 120' phase between each pair . Thus they give zero contribution to the average field while adding a first harmonic component that can' be varied in amplitude and azimuthal phase. The currents in the outer set are varied sinusoidally about a dc base line .
A MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
The method and mechanism for mapping the magnetic field has been described previously') . The only modification for recent measurements was to rebuild the current regulator and voltage amplifier. The field of the magnet has been measured at excitations of 6, 12, 15 and 17 kG; thefields at 12 and 15 kG were measured fortwodifferent Rose shim geometries . In addition, gradient Foil contributions to the main field were measured at 6, 12,and 15 kG. The data were Fourier-analyzed t azimuth, and the results were tobula The numerical integration was~done quadmture routine and was arca twelfth order . The analysis was main magnet and gradient coil f both on magpetic tape for the P puter and in tabulated form. Theaccuracy results is ±5 G with the main uncertaiqty long-term drifts and mispositioni-3 r-, Recent mea-surments under vacu i sligth differential flexing of the pole f first harmonic component of 8 G. This~-by inserting six flat spacers between t pole tips near the outer edge . The amplitude is now everywhere kis than 4
Computer programs are available to 1 given particle and final energy the excitation and gradient coil settin isochronous field . A particularly computes the theoretical isochronous field resulting from an input set currents. The two fields are then dis on the scope output of the computer. adjustment of the field is done using the cir, beam as described in section 5.7.
POWER SUPPLIES AND REGULATION
The stability limitations of the requirethat the total magnetic field 1:10' . Each of the component currents, A disadvantage of the single NMR sensor is that as the outer harmonic coils are. varied in amplitude and phase the main field changes.This requires decoupling the regulator while changes are being made. To avoid this, a regulator, is being constructed that uses as field sensors three Hall probes all at . a radius of 30" but located 120°apartin azimuth.By averaging thesignals, the total field is held constant, independent of the harmonic component . Since long-term stability and reproducibilityare the important requirements, critical components are maintained in a constant-temperature environment. An NMR sensor permits absolute field calibration ; thus the 1 % inherent non-linearity of the Hall plates poses no problem.
The Hall plates, type BN-701 manufactured by F. W. Bell, are driven by three floating constant-current supplies (nominally 100 mA), and the control currents areadjusted to match theoutput voltages to within the linearity tolerance. Each plate is in a temperatureregulated block held constant to within ±0.01°C. The voltageoutputs of each are compensated by a resistorthermistor network to partially cancel out the large temperaturecoefficient of the: plates.
The resulting outputs are summed at the input of an Analog Devices model 260K chopper-;~bilized amplifier. With a netvoltageof 200 mV at 10 kG,amplifier noiseand drift contribute less than 2 ppm error. A. commercial do supply and divider networkform the reference source. With a do amplifier gain of over 100dB, the overall sensitivity of the instrument is 4 V per 1 Gfield change.
Thepowersupplies forthe inner setof harmoniccoils provide a first harmonic amplitude of 30 G for a currentof 20 A. To avoida shift in thebaseline and to limit the power dissipation,,bipolarpower supplies are used about a zero average current baseline . For economic reasons, con °.al were purchased and an SCR added. The proper amplitw' obtained from a three-cup site phase.Thethree referencevoltamplifiers to provide the pr programming inputs -f the Hewi supplies . A linear pot, on a shaft v supplies the proper quadrant in.fcr three dual comparators. The con that an appropriate polarity signal i supply dependingon theazimu l i IThis signal switches on the proper I-'r of , a set of optically coupled SCR dri.c circuitry assures that one pair of SCRs is before theother is switched on .
The rf s
The .rf system is perhaps unique in c cyclotron family in that it is a half-m_ uses dee stem insulators. It was origin as a two-dee system with a single-sic' . tuned-grid, tuned-plate oscillator. In I shown schematically in the resonator at the tuning is done with the inductive tuning in the resonator at thetop i, : ,t with a master-oscillator-power amplifier, by He" ions extracted from thetowerionizing neutral Oily (1972) the resonator was converted He to He' in the region just outside the tower.~s tmt. Thereasonsfor these changes are The half-wave system has additional advantages: the
voltage distribution along the does is symmetrical ' . !-'!-\E a\e resonator system reduces the eflociive aboutthe'center of the cyclotron which improves orbit ,, 1"~rc~tarrcebyafactor oftwo;therefore stability by reducing thegap-crossing resonance;effects' si<< t ;~rrèrtt 1":r d,-c stem is reduced by a factor of thermal expansion are reduced; and because therf oth ;r Erin-: being equal, the power loss is resonators or "silos"are vertical as shown in fig. l ,, the h,°a Utor oftwo. Theuse of insulators atthe system occupies less floor space' and permits access to rt t ,,, v -.Wuuwt Jhaniher simplifies the problem of all sides of the vacuum chamber. 'A plan and elevation + : :r1 "uptiort of the deer, which treed not be view of the two-doe rf system is shown in .ßg.-5 In ,i"vd iry 04 halfwave system, and essentially converting to a one-doe system, the doe facing the , A*-Nam moanlation due to mechanical deflector and the two doe stems were simply removed. t l ?,rCol of t w" , further electron multipact ng is The dimensions of the doe and resonator cavities od i
Ole re onant line is in air rather' than are given on fig . -5. As "originally designed, the froHowever, multipacting of 3He++ and°He++ quency could be varied continuously from 6.5 to
Èt o in thecenter of thecyclotron near the 15 MHz by means of the shorting di4phragms in toa,~r, it is particularly troublesome at the doe each silo . Alter conversion to the one-dee system, the vv t .~i send grating frequencies corresponding to frequency limits fell to 5.7 MHz and 11 .3 MHz. While of aHe++ aml°He r ; in the neighborhood of the upper limit can be raised by, making`relatively , \lN, The multipacting occurs when a relatively minor mechanical changes, this as not yet been pressure is used in the ion tower to increase necessary. Thediameter of the doelines was chosen to ionized Hc, It appears to be initiated limit the current densityat the slidingcontacts on the inventory for the one-dee system is just half that given
The power supply in ref ., l . Trimmer capacitors, mounted on each`dee originally designed, it was a stem, are used for balancing the voltage distribution system using sixvacuum dioe_: . ' alongthe dee. Fine tuning of the resonator is done with wasvaried and regulated by !~--. : :-an inductive tuning, loop as described below. At the in theprimaryof thehigh-vat: maximumdesign voltage of 70 kV peak dee-to-ground, of poor experience with t': the total rf power is X50 kW at I1 MHz. Tlm calcul-at a cost of $180 per dio;c: ated maximum electric field strength at the insulators teristics of saturable ors, t' f is 15 kVfn., a reasonable value for alumina insulators . replaced with six stacks of so': 7 -available today.
At the time of the original design') the dee stem insulators were considered, the most critical elements in the entire system since they :must withstand a' high voltage, the powerloss must be lowto provide thermal stability, and Ahey :must withstand the mechanical stresses dueto the-vacuum load:Thepresent insulators are -A1203 in the form of discs 22" in diameter and 14!' thick with an 8" diameter central hole. They are placed parallel to the electric field lines in a nearly homogeneous'field to prevent :field lines crossing the surface .Water-cooled copper rings, mounted to the discs around the outer' and inner circumferences by thermal setting epoxy, form part of the half-wave resonator line. The insulators are designed for 50 kV peak across -a 5" spacing between inner and outer power to tlr resonator, is divided F-, conductors . Because of the large diameter ''of the the master oscillator, the I _ .
conductors, the field is nearly homogeneous and regulator, and the final pov«r provides afactor of safety of about five in break-down oscillator is aGeneral RadiocL to allow for irregularities in the electric field due to synthesizer, type 1164-A6C . It dt dust and sharp edges. The maximum rf power dissifrom 0.01 to 70 MHz with a stability of patedper insulatoris about 600W, which results in a Provisions are made for p, -ing t temperature rise of l0°C . Limiting the insulator frequency standard for greater stal, Voltage to 50 kV peak limits the dee'voltage at he external voltage control of the output center of the:dee' to 53 kV at 5.7 MHz and to 63 kV unit is located in the cyclotron centre at 11 MHz.'Over the yearsvery little difficulty hasbeen sufficient output to drive the intermed encountered with the insulators. The few loss that regulator located in the cyclotron vault. occurred in theearlyoperation resulted from excitation
The two-stage intermediate anplifcr-rcg of parasiticmodes, sinceeliminated, or' from accidental vides the rf power necessary to dr'sve the plating of carbon or copper onto them from misuse of final powerampliflefstage . The nrst stz the -ion source . Under some conditions of thermal tuned while the second stage is tune" stress, possibly due to`low water-cooling temperature, The autotuning is done with'a phase-a .~: , : : the epoxy bond separated sufficiently to allow a a null detector with two-channel gaga°v acuum leak, but this has occurred too infrequently translator to drive a do stung i-a: ,r . F to be able to pinpoint the cause. the dee voltage is accomplished The reason for changing from the original self-grid voltage of the second star, (_-I excited power: oscillator to an MOPA system was to which in turn adjusts the drive dc's improve the! stability of both the, frequency and the thefinal poweramplifier tube Cue~, dee voltage. Ablockdiagram of the rf system is shown theseries tube is used to clampthe reactors removed. For the equivalent circuit shown in fig. 7 , the step-up tit* an-Fimac 4CW100, factor is (Va/Vp)=(Cf+Q/C.. r ',,-( :no,?, with amaximum power In converting from the two-dee to one-dee system, W, '.\\, It k iu,% with a fixed I;rid bias the only change necessary in the rf system was an aCtiu<tihk screen bias supply. increase in the length, and thus the inductance, of the is coupled to the coupling loop. The increased inductance would havea ?ooh a combination of made it difficult to obtain the necessary step-up ratios at (Pure -inductive ,o0hl be v" ,J 1"ut i l,,s flexible bemuse the '" trrrl by \ar~inG the length, hence the rather than by varying the !,,, J The amplifier cabinet is '~t ." o.~a of thesilos as shownin fig. 1 . loop waists of a variable vacuum o,, , i,:" pF) connected-between' the 'a ;r anti a movable-tap point on the dee ("." a of the silo. This arrangement ratio at ,the nee stem (Vd) to the t t I t :, be kept constant over the entire z, The -voltage ratio is to a good to (bdV~)_(L1/L) (1+Cpr(C.), where point to the shorting diaphragm. Thus when the inductance from the tap to the shorting frequency is changed, the rf plate waveform must be i,,°,tof the toe, L is the total inductance of monitored for harmonics while the step-up capacitor C t is the output capacitance of the is adjusted to the proper dee voltage range. Because of . w n .! C. is the capacitance of the coupling the wide =power range of the amplifier,=-however,, . .',". NN ith an inductive step-up ratio of 1 .2 at' loading-and step-up ratio adjustments are not critical C, 5 Mt1 w,d 3.0 at 14 MHz and an'etïèetive amplifier and can be varied to avoid the crossovers . W. C. PARKINSON et ak the higher operating frequencies: However, during the conversion the dee area wasincreased to provide' for a uniform spacing at the accelerating gap (section 5.3), and the maximum resonant frequency of the system dropped to 11 .3 MHz where the-couplingaength-was not a problem.
The power amplifier uses a bridge`balance neutralization scheme, but because of the low feed-back capacitance of the 4CW10t1,000D'tetrode the adjustmends notcritical. The more . difficult problem is the excitation of harmonics modes. A troublesome crossover mode exists due to thestep-upcapacitor and the inductance of the length of deestem from thecoupling tSte rf power an*t rOutput stage coupled to the dotsystem . The voltage step-up factor is (Vdlv,)=' (Cer+0/C.
Tuning the rf system is straightforward. The synthesizer, thefirst andsecond stage tuning controls, and the shorting . diaphragms are set to their proper position as read from graphs. With low powerapplied, the waveform, is observed forharmonicsas the step-up capacitor is changed. If necessary, small changes are made in thecapacitor value to eliminate the harmonics . With a little experience, even the novice operator can tune thesystem.
The proper centering of the particle orbits requires that the rf voltage distribution along the else be symmetrical about the else center. The unbalance caused by achange in thestep-up capacitor is compensated by means of a variable capacitor, symmetrically located on the companion else stem.
Coarse tuning of the resonator is done with the two movable shorting diaphragms . Since the resonator has Q. greater than . 600underfull load, to maintain the else voltageconstant to 1:10°over long periodsrequires that the resonator be fine-tuned to compensate forchanges in mechanical dimensions dueto thermaleffects. This is done by means of an inductive loop located betwec-ii, theelse stem and theground sheet at thebottom of the southsilo as indicated in fig.5 . Theloop is formed horn I' diameter copperpipe into a14'.x 14"square. By rotating the loop about an axis parallel to theelse stem, the characteristic impedance of the line can be alteredand the resonant frequency adjusted to the frequency ofthe master oscillator . This additional variable inductive coupling produces a total change of 5 kHz at 8 MHz. Theloop is rotated automatically by a synchronous dc stepping motor. working in conjunction with a phase detector on the grid and plate voltages of the final amplifiertube.
The dee -voltage is monitored and metered using guard-ring capacitive pick-offs mounted on the north and south silos of the resonator. A half-wave rectifier followed by a , low-pass filter produces a dc signal proportional to the amplitude of the rf voltages on each end of the deer The pick-offs drive read-owes on thecontrol console, and thedifference voltage . . . Ives a else balance read-out. A third , capacitive pick-off provides an isolated reference signal for the de-voltage regulator.
The stability requirement of 1 :10°:or else-voltage regulation is difficult to achieve in a large resonator. In addition to the modulation expected From thepower line, other sources have been, identified. These include high-frequency (10-20 kHz) amplitude modulations due to the. frequency synthesizer, discrete resonant frequency changes due to the. stepping motor, and effects caused by,acoustical noise flexing the resonator.
The high-frequency wideband regulator on the (w',~:-whilp the effects produce,! .r-. ( -' . theN pass of thedee regulator.
The spart-term stability 6 "torc theoutput of one of the dee Tektronix type I A7 osci output of typically 10 V, obserw * "" M peak to k. M 1 short-and long-term instabilitL_-5.8 where the general question discussed .
The ion sown problens
In a high-resolution char practical limit on resolution is o", nitude and quality of the current at ® tering chamber, and this in turn i brightness of the effective source cyclotron. The brightness of the determined by the quality of the i the cyclotron and/or the brightness itself. The quality of theinternal ion-optic in a subsequent section; some -A the' -' source brightness and on the sting beam are discussed here .
The ion source used at present is an hot-filament hoods-arc types) with c ground potentialand thefilament aquiv, to ground . The filament is formed int) a I I" diameter tungsten rod and is heat-.1,. . :-(400 A at 4V) . A smallnotch directly underthe r diameter hole at anode column ensures that the and therefore the maximum t occurs in line with anddirectly under Theanodecolumn is 2~" high by v areflecting button of tantaturnat t,--. the tower by a boron nitride i :--. ; shield just below the filament pre, from the filament to the bot:c ,a chamber. The gas discharge is incremental-rest w-n:-: voltage-current characteristics negative-resistance arc-discharic anode. (discharge) current or voltagemaybe regulated, and Was :' operated in either a CUMnt _n -, L ' . " _ . regulated mode. The power su-, commercial silicon controlled rcc',p rovide a total of 600 V at 8A. U tower slit of
The fact that the current is space-charge limited rr,~ Rn;a 4,-5 cm'{min for helium) ernphasizes the importance of maximizing the charge, " t"nto r,~~alaüott, good arc stability densityof the desired ionspecies. Foran ion speciesof charge gi , mass mi , and>permittivity co, the current " in the tower and puller are density given by Childs' Law is the ions, to be accelerated and the and I" high for in MKS units . A convenient expression is r t =, anti 0,0#1" and e.02Q" for Vi t<<,ny, for 3Hea a and°Hey*.
./ ---2.66 rNi q/ma , the slits are typically [A, d2 r ,~r four wider. The tower-to-In the last expression V is in kV,dis in inches, Nt is d~~D.M.TheCurrentinjected thecharge state, and A, is the nuclear mass number.`It t ; . ,t front the control console by can be -h---3Nthat foramixture of charge states in theto align the disohar in the. tower plasma the currentdensityofany one of the species is ,
h.~itive ions availablefor extraction it 9 e° a l ;,i,-a E'epends on the operating condi-[I+ nigj1(nigt)7 g,t, Jiwharge'~For high iondensityin t=z 0-c eamit extracted is space-charge where ni is the number densityin the plasma of ions of r~hci .ttuFc~ttur while for low 'ion species is (This follows from the' fact that div J,+ is temperature-limited (voltage-ap i/ôt=0 for each ion species i.) Under the normal arra~o,~u+m to tumfmited current conditions of operation< of our ;present source, the ,, Ac tron tube. , (The "-in fig. 3 . of , observed currentof 3He++ is afactor of fifty lower than .rte t1 "e onset of voltage saturation ;near expected and corresponds to a-relative population`of tc potential,) Lt is wit known amongcyclo-'He-to 3He* in he plasma of about 2°l0 . This is ,, rat," râ ttuat the beain current depends on consistent with the measurements ofyields of .hooded0t, t!t:ic-n source conditions, that is, optimizing typearcsources by Papineau etal . S). It is also notedthat t'htsrressuurc, anode voltage andcm-bvause of their low ionization potential, a small t`trg",,rttatrt"ttower"roll "and tower-puller amount of impurity gas, particularly H, D, or 0, . I1,,%t, er, this dues not necessarily optimize "poisons" the arc by effectively, preventing multiple ":. [W, &nne the brightness 8of a source ionization. For D1 1 the yield is reduced by a factor of ;t Iv r ttn,t time per unit area per unitsolid five because of the presence of the molecular ions where I'is the current, D3 and n3 : (While the D3 ions would be'accelerated r t"-, \ the charms state, and A, and As on the third :subharmonic, they are blocked:by slits ;11 ;rt ptrt .c~ha:c.J in thecentral geometry.): Again-this is consistent with T`,, ,~, :rtt em t aged frtnn the plasma and injected the measurement`ofPapineau et .al. of 1 :2:1 .5. > t . , r,: ; c tArotrg't thepullet may be expressed imps
The limitations of the hot-filament tyre ion source expressed 12 wherz K is aconstant, and Vd is the rf for theproduction of heavy ions of high claxge states isw 'i . .trc . For deuterons the value of x'is,found to well kown, and much effort has been spent on .the 1 .41 to 1 .511, and for 'He" avaries from development of suitable sources"). A source similar in'' ". Foea plane-lwtrallcl geometry, the space-' design .to the PIG source in useat Oak Ridge")is now ,I ,urrcnt should vary as rVd= (Childs' under test here, the principal' modification being that t.°0s; e I ,. is the dec potentialand dthe separation the diameter of the cold cathodes is }"'rather than }" -ito,ke. Thus the data agree as well as ex-The ionization' density of a given charge state, other :~,:, i ;,1 tE~t-`t t"I +',W Law ovet-the range of measured things being equal, is proportional to the current' !IX ti;r',trly sine the initial conditions at the density in the discharges The ions of higher charge -0 . =,'c wii,t J. : F,crtd on the condition of the plasma . , states -are-concentrated in the +central zone of the "sc "c>t rtg to note that for some twenty-two plasma and are therefore shielded from external thewtionicdiMcs the valueof a was found electric fields by theouterspacecharge. By reducing the r p-oter the ranxe of 1,24 to 1.49.
cathode' diameter, hence the total current and power forthe same current density, the central zone can be improvement not. placed closer to the extraction slit . The net result is in the useful current.) expected to be the same yield of a given char state In general, for V. ., butwith a factor of nine reduction in, required power. operation in our cy The results of tests will be reported separately.
The gated ion source, developed for.use in time-offlight measurements with either type of ion source, has been described previously') . It uses atetrodegeometry, gives 100% gating efficiency for all ions, and may be operated at any multiple of the rf period. Its use in beam diagnostics is discussed in section-5.7.
Measurements of theemittance and luminosity of ion sources have been reported by Mallory and Blosser°).
(Brightness : and luminosity are related as B=LE/q.) The information given on their ion source geometry is not suilicient to determine if the current is space, charge limited, but the numbers are consistent with what oneexpects. The differences in the current yields for the large and small tower diameters are also consistent with a temperature limitation and a spacechargelimitation. Thus thesignificance of their data is not clear .Any attempt to improve the brightness or emittance will ultimately be limited by space-charge Another well known limitation on the circulating beam is axial blow-up due to space charge at a radius co ;responding to the minimum frequency of the axial oscillationv.. The qualitative effects have been discussed by Welton'and-by Reiser,and a numberof calculations have been made') . They'are'generally in good agreement with measurements on a variety of cyclotrons . The result expressed in MKS units is I _ hc0v._(A0l21r)(AE1q)u)A, quality beam, it is tl , t-,-.l imits the circulating beam r,: , T_ r For example, for deuteron with axial limit is about 800gA, while for width and sets of area 6x lo -6 cn2, t3 be about880 pA for pure D, but :g I80pA due to the presence of tl , , i This is further reduced a, -,3t* , . first half turn to obtain tl~, r: c:
The measured axial extent of the burn patterns ( fig. 17) , is consistent sions.
. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the i hr gin with the original paper of T'-z .-time the literature on both , become extensive''), and it is understanding is now essentially cc --Using the theory as a basis, an c been made ofthe many pea , . _ .. of theinternal andextracted min Michigan cyclotron, and tic wherenecessary to permit co-',v' , While many interdependent involved, it is possible to di areas independently. To facilitate brief summary is given of the pri°: governing the ion motion.
The basic equation of the,cyc where h is the aperture or height of thedee, (JO/2ir) is the azimuthal extent of the beam (the duty cycle), equality of the Lorentz forceand the (aElq) is the energy gain perturn expressed in eV, ro namely is the dielectric constant for free space, and w is the angular frequency of the rf. For the University of Bqc = MVr/ti, Michigan cyclotron, forexample, theminimum v ,lueof v z 0.15 occurs at a radius of about 8", corned°.~~ading from which it follows that for ic-' to E_/20. For thedeeaperture of h= 3x 10-' m, an relativistic velocities, the period of r. : . : energy gain perturn of 100 keV, and w;%i 50x 106,the space-charge limited currentis oftheorderof 40(d0/2a) mA, which for a duty cycle (d012a) of 1/50, (. 7°p hase width), is about 800 uA . If the duty cycle is Thus if the frequency is to in 1/10 (36°phase width), the: limit is 4mA. For reasons field must increase with radius to cc :7-discussed in section`5 .4, a phase width larger than relativistic increase in mass. Ttû c 7°-10°does notincrease theuseful current through an stability of theion motion in theaxial Ci.. external ion-optical system of high resolving power. by introducing an azimuthally (It might be noted that flat-topping the rf circumvents the magnetic field Bs(0) % B®[i +fca , . this limitation and promises an order of magnitude contributions to the axial force. Thesea-: ç Laslett effect 11) (v® xB,), and the V') arising from a z(OB,(00z) term. The illation frequency, w=, resulting from a sectors of fltitter f and spiral angle y r ®k + -Aa t a (1+2tana y N'-)~, 1 2 t = qB/m and k -(d <B)(fB>)/(drlr) arẽ°w ith respect to the azimuthally average field ":al A path, The first-order radial oscillay is ta,=wo(1-n)t, when n=-(r/B=) The energies of the ions accelerated in the ton require n (or -k) to be n~% -0 .04, thus L02t , The parameters in eq. (3) (4) and (5) is m =3. Eq. (5) indicates that a resonance exists for an azimuthal first-harmonic force (m= 1) when n=1. When n# 1 but is near 1, as it must be in low-energy cyclotrons, the ion orbits are still sensitive to a first harmonic. Such a force may be due to a first-harmonic component in the magnetic field. It may also arise from a net 180°asymmetry in the electrical forces applied to the ion during the course of one accelerating cycle. The circulating ions are accelerated only during a small fraction of therf cycleso that the phase width expressed in!terms of rf degrees is narrow . :At each dee to ground gapcrossing the energy gain is AE = qV cosO,
where q is the ioncharge, Vis thedee voltage, and 0 is the phase anglewith respect to thepeak rf voltage. The turn spacing AR between successive orbits at a gNen azimuth is t AR = w~Lm(E" +2gVcosD) -~2 m"~~, The normal acceleration process results in a progression of orbits which oscillate with small amplitude about the equilibrium 'trajectory. From eq. (5) it is clear that large radial oscillations can be induced by first harmonic forces. Oscillations will also result if the ions do not start from the central region with the proper. initial conditions . In either cast: it is useful to consider , the . motion when a sizeable amplitude is present. The ions will oscillate about the equilibrium trajectory R.[eq. (5) (9) If the current density is observed as a function of radius at some fixed azimuth, thenormal turn spacing (RAR =constant) will be modulated. The effect is illustrated in fig. 8 . Neglecting the scalloping of the equilibrium trajectory,. successive orbits can be approximately, described as circles whose centers precess about thecenter of thefield at the rate perturn of &)W60 , where For example, if (o, LM wo, the resulting modulation of the normal turn spacing will have a ,period of 50 turns . , , The circle described by the orbit centers will have a radius A which can be identified as the amplitude of the radial oscillation. Depending on the location on this circle (the phase of the precession), the normal turn spacing observed at some azimuth maybe expanded (orbits 1, initial conditions 2, 3), cornpmssetl (orbits 4, 5, 6), , changed (orbits 7, 8, 9) . Clearly i the turn spacing may become zero radii corresponding to the wt cycloidal motion"). The ampliti mined from the turn pattern from A= 4n
-~~(AR--AF.,.)-AX, [ where Nis the number of turns per r-.
R, andR2 aretheradii of minimum,~-separation, respectively, and AR *, between adjacent turns. The plut e , or theposition of the maxima and on where in the acceleration pry tion was excited . As an example, c, :' , a sizeable oscillation amplitude is a theionsource alongthedeegap tee is at too large a radius, a part'cu precessional motion will result on tb,! P azimuth of theprobe.If now thetom--is i small a radius, a phase shift of IW will on the same nth turn and az .muth. This a powerful diagnostic technique. Any complete understanding of the ion ortinclude an understandingof finite wie!' in width, of the individual turns.The pulse of ions extracted from the source by thegeometry of thecentral region.? - the initial radial and axial position, and , , th-slits will determine the radial and ,,e. The r 1w~ice of the divergence is fig, 9 . At the top, three ions are emitted ,__ -ftiw radial source in the three directions sl 'own, ,,, ch with its instantaneous center as shown at tire int. iror purpws of this illustration, ionnumber 2 on theequilibrium orbit . Thetrajectories busoff-center andas they areaccelerated the, cycloidal motion described above:The divergence on the turn width is demont' ,,, two lower figures . After one-quarter of _.'ot. , sfl period, the turn width observed at a nthwill be wider, after one-half aperiod,the It apin correspond to the original width. Thus width will be modulated at exactly twice the , i 1', -quency, thus at exactly twice the fre-, * the turn spacing modulation .
nt pointaboutthe radial motion is that Aations, the turn spacing and the turn WaWd independently, The first, which in miscentering of the entire pulse, may be by improper central-region conditions by first harmonic forces at any radius and can rt Ii in any arbitrary phase of the precession at the and azimuth, TN. second, due to the finite width of the source, has a definite ; thus the pro. ,essional phase at the nth lp,p mW azimuth depends only on the integrated value aF 0, and the number of turns . Both have the same . , .cy a), so once initiated they remain fixed in , Aase. Examples or turn patterns illustrating oats are given later.
W V\CNGSTIC INSTRUMENTATION r principal pieces of diagnostic equipment measuring the properties of the beam are the ine" probe, the "burn pattern" probe, the t, obe, and the emittance "snooper".
iterline probe measures current and current a function of Witts. As originoly designed, ' in radius qlonSthecenterline betvieca thetwo ith the oft-dee omfigurvion, however, as 11b, it moves parallel to but displaced in of the deeand dummy deeand riot move along it true radius. Its azimuthal Its warty along the center of a hill. The in fig. 10 , is 2" in diameter and carries llyinsulated walcr-cooled copy head lined~v u. A tungsten wire probe, the diameter of Fig. 10 . The current and current-density probe (centerline probe) o left is shown at n and the burn-pattern prom at the right.
can be changed, is mounted on a separate The tungsten wire, shown extended from the carbon-li-d head =0 be MIrMC11041 inside the WIM of thecenterline p . robe, can be retracted into aslot in the head. feasible, one, of the two elects:must be eliminated . The emittance sn x makes use of the slotted-turn width or divergence can be easily controlled by t . , hnigt t$). A Carbon plate containing ten slits but only at a largesacrifice in intensity. Theother slits 0.010" wide and spaced 0.25W can be possibility is to center the orbits and rely on the t,A into the cmcrnal beam,path . At a distance 96" natural turn spacing at theseptum.The turn' width can downstream a « i t, probe 0.010" in diameter can be then be comroited by varying the,precessional phase moved actr-, the
The position of and thecurrent without changing the turn spacing. This is the proseto the be are plotted on an x-y recorder at the dare that has proven most fruitful with ourcyclotron . . Thus the cmittance can be measured routinely In this mode of operation, the natural turn spacing at in a few seconds time, the septum is determined by the number of.turns,', and, therefore. the dee voltage. This effectively; places an upperlimit on beam energies available for time-of-flight measurements. At present' this limit corresponds to 250 turns, which:for 'He is 50 MeV.
As is well known, the central geometry is crucial to obtaining centered orbits; The geometry, shown in fig.  12 , is such that the asst .nption of an impulsive energy gain every :180°~is a reasonably good one. Thus for later orbits to be centered, the ion sours, roust be offset") from the magnetic field cen:,, . along the dee line by an amount R=0.73iä, where R, is the radius of curvature of the first half turn, namely W. C . PARKINSON et al .
h CENTERING l[tit cyclotron was designed to provide beams of h',°`t gv .4ity to a high-resolution -charged-particle omcter and to a time-of-flight spectrometer. To t the time-of-flight requirements, single-turn extraction is essential.To achievesingle-turn extraction, the individual orbits at the septum must be radially w tt defined and well separated, which implies no 'onal mixing and therefore a narrow phase width. The two tzharacteristics, separation and width, reed in that they bath are influenced by the radial restoring lmce, but it has been shown that to a 7.2 VN # 'ttthy b tudetrbl R (11) exene canere as sparae poems.t = -cm, For n orbits large turn spacings may be --o during portions "of the precessional period, wherefis the rffrequency in MHz, vis the dee voltage but to make use of this thephaseof the precession at the in kV, N is the ion charge state, and A is the atomic um must be carefully controlled . The turn width mass. While this simple expre.-^ion for the offset :is also i throughout the precessional period . In principle it is possible to arrange for the relative and arbitrary phase of the two effects to be such that the two conditions aremet simultaneously . In practice, however, the fine details of the first harmonic components of the magnetic and electric forces are not well based on the impulse approximation and the assumption of auniform magnetic field, it is in good agreement with a more detailed analysis described below.
The'.nature of the radial restoring force in an isochronous cyclotron is such that the ionorbits are particularly sensitive to electric or magnetic first harmonic forces. In the original ;construction the cyclotron used twodoes,operatingin a gush-pull mode with the dee -geometry as shown in fig. ,I la. This geometry in conjunction withthethreefold symmetry of theflutter in themagnetic field was shownto produce a significant first harmonic force at large radii . The origin of this force results from the fact that the ion crosses each of the four effective dee to ground gaps at an angle while the electric field is perpendicular to the dee aperture 17 ). Theiontrajectory at each crossing can be found approximately from eq . (5)and the force resolved into tangential and normal components. The net formal force;for a complete revolution was found to be equivalent to amagnetic first harmonic of about 10 G. From computer studiesit wasknownthat first harmonics of this magnitude would have serious effects on orbit centering.The problem was eliminated when the cyclotron was converted from a two-dee to a one-dee system .While the primary reason for the conversion, the elimination of the rf voltage in the extraction channel, is discussed below, it is worth noting here that the new geometry, shown in fig. Ilb, permits a much smaller dee gap at all radii since it is no longer necessary forthe ion source tube to be centered in thegap. Thus thereare only two gap crossings per turn at all radii ' and the net equivalent first harmonic is well within acceptable limits .
A commonly used measure of the quality of centering isthe radial phase-space plot . In thethreefold symmetry of the cyclotron's magnetic field, in the absence of acceleration, an ion will have the same radius and same -radial momentum components every 120°in R (IN .) Ses text for explanation, , :tailss theextraction radius . The program ORBIT is exploited by using the harmonic coils to`compensate twon used to calculatethe trajectory in radial phase for any existing or equivalent first harmonic at these of the accelerated ions as afunction of theinitial and smaller radii. To estimate the magnitude of first . A typical example for 16.8 MeV 'Hell is harmonic required, the program 'ORBIT was altered it in fig . 14 . The three points representing the to include two independent magnetic first harmonics a,'ti ""'" of h triangle are determined by sampling of arbitrary radial extent, phase, and amplitude. One r, , 01 IN," for one turn without energy gain. They harmonic was used to induce a radial oscillationin the t'wrefore three points on the radial phase-beam, and the second was then adjusted to minimize wp:,,rm,,,l by ottc-third of a premssional the oscillation at large radii . It was known from :the 1R~it~,'! . . '11, 1, 1Le otva of the triangle is an approximate magnetic field measurements that the first harmonic radial phase-space oscillationamplitude. component of thefield was less than 5 G,, andestimates I ?~r ion, is then accelerated through one half turn and indicated that the equivalent magnetic'first harmonic a h : v triangle contputed . For an accelerated beam due to electric field asymmetries was less than 10 G t;r t;r;,t at extraction, the area of the triangles will for a reasonably well-centered beam . Based on the onotor!icatly with radius, with. . the vertices calculations, the harmonic coils :were`designed to at extraction. By iterating the initial produce a first harmonic component up to 30 G over tol .y of ttlc ions, the optimum position of theion the radial , range from " to . . 12" and,, adjustable in 1', 01 to the cyclotron center (the offset) azimuth. t"c rEajitç oplimired to ±}". The ion source offset Their effect on the centering of orbits is demon-.'A,A in this way s well with the simplified strated by the phase-space plots in fig. 15 , calculated !',It i," n çlven by eq . (11) .
for 29 MeVD' . At a radius of l1" the: amplitudes of At "n,~41
ii w the flutter is necessarily small, radial oscillation vary by two orders of magnitude a c ;~~tr;lt tn;s, ttctic bump is used to increase the vertical and areof opposite phase.
As; a res0tthem is atransition region between th~wntiA i fly decreasing field and the increasing 5. wide range in phase and since their energy gain ; is a
To determine the v= function of phase,`there is no one value of thetower at whichto limit tit,, p..~: offset that will_lead to centeringforallions. To prevent ions emerging from the ion precessional mixing it is necessary to limit the phase direction but at an rf phase o¬ o' acceptance. The limit, assuming the magnetic field is computed . The results for 45 Alsb' isochronous and the-rons nontelativistic is set by the in' fig. 16 . The largest radial condition that the range in R givenby an initial phuse trajectories occurs on thefirst few t-, : -: The second characteristic is than, to ventional ion source for which the from the plasma is proportional u) power of the dee voltage, the current source is independentof dec voltage . unit phase width is thus a constant. L:dep phase, and intensity is not sacrificed .a phase is selected . Since a magnetic b=r central region to provide vertical floc . ; lagging phase can quickly be broadjusting themagnitude ofthe value. Thus with the gated ion tee, F the order of a few degrees can Wrrli-A slit adjustable both in width and ru : located at 190°in azimuth and on the`" --in radius, is used to select both the h-I C' phasewidth.
Small asymmetries in the electric region can give rise to har phi o-,Alations, use there is no effective damping ne: :?,,tr~~sm (adiabatic damping is relatively small), the o-..!1 :1tion will persist to extraction. In the region of v, = cldwo 1, before the flutter has taken over, the w-CA restoring force is weak and beam may be lost . Typical values for to,, are 0.1 we to 0.2 we, so that the vertical motion when observed at a fixed azimuth hasa iod or the orderof 5-10 turns.Thus iftheamplitude , the difference in vertical position betweentwo iwv turns may also be large. In particular, the ,tact l m mayshow considerable z-motion as the one turn more or less is made in the cyclotron, and this ion is red in the -position of the. beam in the external ion-optical system . The z-motion was investiusing the bum-pattern technique. Theoscillation sedt ') by apair of',suppressor" plates . s are I" wide (in azimuth) and extend 2" in . They are located near the center' of the cyclo w the turn spacing is still large, so that they mly act one or two turns. They are placed one and the other below the median plane, and a ial difference of up to f600V' and balanced to is applied, They are positioned in azimuth and such that the total impulse applied to the ions at the instant they pass through z =0 is equal and ' to their :momcntain . Their effectiveness is shown in f=g, 17 . Note that the period of the'vert :cal ion varies between 5 and 8 turns as expected. study because the number of turns to extraction could be varied easily by more than a factor of two and becausethe relatively small.radial gradient and resulting lower radial stability limit provided a more sensitive indication of the presence of any residual first. harmonic .) Using the emittance snooper probe, the radial emittance was measured to be 3.1 mm mrad for 50% of the beam, with an effective source width of 0.20 mm . The extraction efficiency was about 85%, and of the extracted beam`essentially 100% appeared at the image surface of the first of the two beam preparation magnets.' This is to be compared with earliermeasurements for a15 MeV deuteron beam whichgave an emittance of 24 mm mrad for 30 e/ä of the beam with an effective source width' of 0.51' mm and an extraction efficiency of 75% with only 30% of the extracted beam appearing at thefocus of thefirst beam preparation magnet (FM1). Normalizing the emittance measured for11 .4MeVdeuterons to`15MeV, the radial emittance'of 2.7 mm mrad for 50% of the beam is to be compared with 24 mm mrad for30% of thebeam . ' To determine the limits on the radial position and radial momentum of the ions arthe entrance of the extractor channel that ill result in successful extraction, a slightly modified version of the computer program ORBIT was used to track ions through the channel and into the first beam preparation magnet ( fig. 22) . The septum is located in radius at 36.56" just inside the v, =1 region where the isochronous field turns over, and well inside the Waikinshaw resonance (v,= 2v=) . Thus the ions available for extraction are thosepresented :to theextractor from the intermediate region. Fig. '18 shows he radial phase-space ; history of the last three turns prior to extraction of a 40 MeV D'-beam. The shaded areas represent the region of space from which, according to the code EXTRAC-TOR, beam may be extracted. Superimposed on the figure are the phase-space plots for ions undergoing radial`oscillations . Itis apparent that only the ions on full-energy orbit will extract from the equilibrium orbit. Ions from otherturns will be extracted only when they have theamplitudeand phase of radial oscillation that meet the criterion for extraction .
Using the program EXTRACTOR, the trajectories of ionsdifferingin initial conditions aretrackedthrough the extractor channel and magnetic fringe field to the magnetic field-free region.Thoseraysfalling wiif-ih the acceptance limits of-FM1 when extrapolate) -track upstream give the radial position end radial phasespace density, hence, the radial width and angular divergence of the effective source accepted by the external-ion-optical system, Calculations were carried outfor avarietyof geometries of the extractor channel to determine the optimum position .and length. The electric field in, the channel, and -hence the voltage required for extraction, is a function of the position in azimuthof theseptuitt andthe length of thechannel. Because of the threefold symmetry of the magnetic field, the radial momentum of the ions varies with azimuth and this puts an additional constraint on the allowable position of the septum . On the basis of the computer calculations, the extractor channel was lengthened and shaped, and the septum moved in azimuth from 240°to 225°: The change resulted in a 15 %-20%o reduction in therequired extraction voltage.
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EOrlü"rirw OrNta While the extraction cy E , it is possible : to improvy it, r , -energies by means of a "pre-ex whichis to increase the t : :-. It consists of a pair of par.: 35°upstream from the septuelectric field is applied. While thi; t required extraction voltage, it shoseparation at theseptum by a f t extractor has been built but is yet to . ' _ The carbon septum* slides into -. leading edge of theextractor y ed . The deflector bar is oil-coo voltages from 20 to 90 kV depending on If and energy. [The required electric fieW * . E=(2TI9)(dp/pZ)> where p is the rac and tiptherequired change in radius.]
Deflector power supply and r supply for the deflector, manufactured Corporation, is rated at 120kV and the output is unregulated and has a ripple, an external series regulator Filter capacitors are to be av stored energy dumped in ::Ix di to ground. The negative output v through an oil-cooled 225 MD with a do reference volage. The st: : s through an amplifier of th°in 106d2 a:, . 0.01 Hz. The amplifier drives a sum 4PR400A, in the positive ground return supply. Since the rated maximum vt5 is 20 kV, suitable relay logic con to the supply to keep the volts: range. Under normal operating co presents only a smallloading( I supply so that a 15 MS2 load is placed acr. inside the oil tank. A series resistor o 15 " . for output voltages greaterthan 60 kV to li --current through the deflector . li : : a,_ : . : .
Originally tungsten was u the sc . after 3 He gams began to be used, a I contamination was disco l ichamber of the cyclotron . This v. ;; s primarily to 70 d and 170 d ti respectively, and was being prod by al : .
the tungsten septum. As a result a study , 51 septum materials. Plates machined to 2°x t : .
Ultra Carbon F-purity ire have , f .
the septum life by a factoroffive and at tht, : & the contamination problem. T is, ho that carbon sputtered from the um the e tends to reduce the effective -dowr fluctuations due to small discharges produce an IR drop in the resistor, it is jumpered out for the lower voltages. The stability of the regulator has been checked with a digital voltmeter for long-term variations and a Tektronix high-voltage probe for ripple modulations. Ripple on the output is less than 25 V peak to peak and thelong-term stability is better than 1/10°:Theeffect of a variation in deflector voltage on the stability of the extracted beam was studied in connection with the neutron tithe-of-flight system and is described in section S.8 . W. C. PARKINSON et al. 5.7 . TUNING In the original two-dee design it was planned to operate the cyclotron with constant-turn geometry. However, with the reduced energy gain per turn with one dee, it is now operated more nearly in a constant dee-voltage mode and the central geometry is changed as required. The advantages of operating at maximum energy gain per turn are obvious and-follow`from the discussion of the preceding sections. Because the central geometry is frequently changed, it is essential ?hat there be a systematic method of tuning quality beams. With the diagnostic probes available, this has become a straightforward and relatively quick task. The procedure described below is that followed when ions are to be accelerated to an energy Pot previously used. Beams which have been run can, of course, be tuned more quickly since the settings are' known.
The dee voltage is typically 45-50 kV. The position of the tower, puller, and phase-selection slit are calculated and set accordingly. The gradient coil currents to provide the isochronous field for the particular particle and energy are calculated using the computer program . With the phase slit -retracted and the integral current probe setat a smallradius,(x 10"-15"), the ion source is adjusted in position and roll with respect to the puller to optimize the beam.
The phase probe is then used to determine the rf phase and the phase width of the accelerated beam and to confirm that the magnetic field is isochronous . During tuning the ion source is gated on everyrf cycle and the stop signal scaled down to occurevery other rf cycle. In this way the beam generates two time signals which are exactly one rf period apart . The TAC output of the phase probe is fed into a multichannel analyzer, and the analyzer calibrated in degrees per are focused at anv given azimuth twice her normal channel. The channel corresponding to zero degrees rf phase is determined using the following technique. With the centerline`probe placed at some radius near extraction, themain magnet is raised until the . y-ray signal from the beam just disappears. This implies that the beam is at virtually 90' leading phase. The main magnet is then lowered until againthebeam just disappears corresponding to , 90°Tagging phase. Zero phase is presumed to have been located when the difference in channel number corresponds to 180°. If a difference of 180°is not obtained, it can be concluded that the beam was cut offbecause of phase excursions at a smaller radius . In this case the inner gradient coils are adjusted to increase the acceptance, and the process is repeated until a 180°spread is achieved.
The phase widthof thebeam is adjusted by meansof the opening and positioning of the phase-defining slit located on the first half turn. (Normally the slit is moved through the turn toward the machine center in steps and the phase width at each point measured .) A phase history of thebeam is then plotted from a radius of about 15"to extraction, and anysmalladjustments of the gradient coil currents necessary to achieve isochronism throughout this rangearemade with theaidof fig. 3 using an iterative process. When the field is isochronous, the absolute phase of the beam can be shifted by a slight change of an inner gradient coil until the beam rides at zero phase ,ut to extraction . Typically the field is trimmed to an accuracy of ±4°, but with care-the deviations from 0* can be made less than 2°over the range from 15" to extraction . Such fine adjustments are made only after the centering process is completed.
The orbits are centered using the information supplied by the turn pattern. If the amplitude A of the radial oscillationis large, thecentral geometry must be corrected . The tower, puller, and the phase slit are all moved along the dee gapin such a way as to keep the same phase width and absolute phase. By taking turn patterns at a number of positions,`the phase of the radial oscillation can be made to shift by 180°and an optimum position can be determined. It is not necessary to adjust the geometry precisely since fine control of the centering process is afforded by the harmonic coils. Once an acceptable tower position has been located, aseries of turn patterns is taken as a function of harmonic coil amplitude and azimuth. A wide variation in centering can be attained with these coils . With the centroid of the beam current centered, the phase of the turn-width modulation is adjusted to minimize the turn widthat the septum. Since the turns precessional period and since the period is typically 40-50turns, changing the number of turns by 12 at the most is sufficient to minimize thewidth of the last few turns . This change is most simply accomplished with a slight change of the deevoltage. These last adjustments are easily made with the beam gated at, say, f/6. By stopping the phaseprobe TAC at the gating frequency, beam from different turns striking thesame object may be distinguished. When the -y-rays produced by the extracted beam striking the centerline probe all arrive at the same rf period, single-turn extraction has been achieved. The phase probe, of course, also monitors the beam during the tuning process and detects beam striking anywhere other than the centerline probe, such as the dee lips, indicating vertical blow-up. It is also useful in following the beam down the extractor channel as the deflector voltage is raised and in adjusting the channel position .
Threetypicalturn patterns (current density vs radius) for an I 1 MeV deuteron beam are shown in fig . 19 . As described in section 5.1, for a centered beam the areas under each turn should be equal and the spacing between turns decrease as 1/R, as in fig . 19b . Fig. l9a is typical of an uncentered beam. The normal turn spacing is modulated at a period corresponding to the precessional frequency wP, and where the amplitude o£ the radial oscillation becomes large, the individual turns overlap to produce a "bump" like that at a radius of 31". While thepattern offig. 19b represents a reasonably well centered beam since . the individual turns are distinguishable throughout the pattern, a small radial oscillation exists as is indicated by the compression and expansion in spacing at 31" and 33", respectively.Themodulation of the turn width, evident in fig. 19c , hasbeen limited in fig. 19b by thedivergence slit located at a radius of 16". The slit is particularly 
where nis thenumber ofturns betweenradii R, and R2, A is the atomic mass,Nis the charge state,fis in MHz, and R is in inches. If the ions ride at zero phase between R, and R_, then V is the dee voltage in kV.
Because the adiabatic damping is small, the minimum turn widthshould be w =s+Sr, wheresis the width of the phase slit (or the divergence slit), and Sr R(1-cos O)t. Anyadditional increase would normally indicate a modulation in the dee voltage, rf frequency, or the magnetic field .
STABILITY
The requirements of high-resolution charged-particle spectroscopy on the one hand and high-resolution time-of-flight measurements on the other, set definite but different requirements on the stability of the dee voltage, frequency, and magnetic field . Time of flight requires single-turn extraction while high-resolution measurements require afixed source position t9) and an energy stability of 1:10°. As will be evident from the discussion below, the stability in energy requires the dee voltage to be stable to the order of 1 :104 and the rf frequency and magnetic field to 1:4 x 10°.
The stability requirement imposed by single-turn extraction can be obtained from the equation for the energy at extraction (assuming centered orbits) ; namely, it is the sum of the energy gains' on all of the n turns on the way to theseptum.
where0, is the phase on theith turn, q is the ion charge, and V is the dee voltage. 
Theseries can be summed to yield
Without the fluctuation, E = 2gVn; thus the fractional change in the energy after n turns can be identified in terms of dB as
The sensitivityof EA to dee voltage or field fluctuations can be estimated . If an ion ordinarily takes n turns to receive its final energy, then it will require n +I turns if the dee voltage drops by a fractional amount l1n. That is
To obtain the fractional change in B or frequired to produce the same effect, set AEJE, equal to I/n in eq . (I5). The result is
2n'n(n+l)(2n'+l) '~nia Thus the energy of the nth turn is more sensitive to changes in B than in V. However, this is not enough information to set he limits on the stability. The requirements for single-turn extraction are that it not be possible to getparts of twodifferent turns extracted and onto the target. For a reasonably centered beam the condition required to allowextraction is simply that the beam clear the inside of the septum on one turn and be outside it on the next . It should be noted here then that the energy spread accepted by the extraction channel is only limited by the turn spacing. That spacingis determined by the doe voltage and the phase andfinal energy oftheions .
Consider an ion whichjust misses the inside of the septum on the nth turn andis extracted on the (n+1)th turn . If theenergy of the nthturn increases enough to cause the radius to increase by the thickness of the septum, the ion will be extracted oneturn earlier.Thus the stability limit forsingle-turn extraction is given by by thefluctuation which will causethis radial change in the nth turn . Since Eoc RZ AR __1_AE R 2 E
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The septum radius is about 90 cm and the septum thickness is of the order of 0.030 cm ; dR/R must then be less than 1/3000 and dE/E less than 1/1500. These criteria were found for the special case where the nth turn just missed the septum . If the turn consisted only of ions of the same phaseandif theradial extent of the beam due to the ion source emittance were negligible, then the average stability requirements would not be this stringent. In practice, however, the turn width due to phaseand emittance effects is often comparable to theturn spacing, so that thesensitivity to fluctuations is maximized andwell represented by the limiting case discussed above. For example, for a beam that makes 200 turns to extraction, the energy change between the 200th and 201th turns is 1/200. If the phase width is 6°and the absolute phase is only 2°off zero, then the energy spread in one turn will be 0.75/200. Thus the radial spread will be three-fourths of the turn spacing. If the energy variation is to be kept to 1/1500, the doe voltage must be stable to 1/1500 . Then, from eq . (15), assuming 200 turns, df/fmust be less than about 1/3000. This is not the case for dB/B. Because the radius is a function of both Eand B, achange in B will affect the radius of the nth turn in two ways. For example, if the beam is initially riding at zero phase, then an increase or adecrease in B will cause a decrease in E, and therefore in the radius . But the radius associated with any, given energy will increase in the first case anddecrease in thesecond. Assuming theions are initially at zero phase, the change in energy AE of the nth turn for a particular dB/B can be found from eq . (15) It is noted here O±at when the cyclotron is being used for a charged-particle experiment al : ions that enter the extraction channel will be available for processing on the basis of their energy alone regardless of thenumber of turnsmade inside thecyclotron . Since the resolving power is typically l/104, to optimize the intensity of the beam on target, it is desirable to hold the energy to this tolerance. Thus from the discussion above, the requirements on AVIV and df/f (or dB/B) are 1/104 and 1/4x 104,respectively (assuming n x 200) .
Stability measurements. The rf frequency may easily be held to < 1/106. The stability of the doevoltage and the magnetic field may be divided into two time domains, short (<30 ms) and long . Long-term instability is due mainly to drifts in reference voltages or to thermal effects, such as expansion or contraction of the doe structure and resonator. It has been measured in a variety of ways. In one, the~+ :fferential current probe is positioned on theslope of àsingle, well defined turn near extraction, and the fluctuations in the ratio of current to the differential probe to the total current is measured for long periods. This method is capable of measuring variations in the doe voltage and/or the magnetic field to 1/104. In a second method, the same in principle as the first, the current probe is positioned just at the extraction radius so that half the current`of a single turn is intercepted on the centerline probe and half on theseptum. Thetime variation of the ratio of prompt -y-rays produced at these places is also a measure of the stability of the doe voltage and/or magnetic field . The results of such measurements are consistent with a long-term stability in the doe voltage of 1/104, in the magnetic field of a few parts in 10 g , and an it:ensity of the order of 1%. It was by such measurements that fluctuations due to the stepping motor in the doe tuning system and the cycling of the cooling tower water were discovered .
Still another measure of the long-term stability comes from the measurement of the phase and phase width, With the ion source gated, say, at f/6, the centerline probe is adjusted in radius near extraction to intercept only the leading part (in radius) of a given turn. If the field is accurately isochronous and if the beam is at 0', those ions in a narrow phase width (z 2') at 0°will be intercepted. The remaining ions consisting of both leading and laggingphase make oneadditional turn before striking the probe. The time distribution observed with the phase probe, therefore, is that plotted in fig . 21 , whichis aplot from themultichannel analyzer. This is convincing evidence of narrow pulses of ions stable in phase and radius . Short-term stability, particularly effects correlated with the 60 Hz line frequency, were also investigated using the phase probe. With the beam gated at the source and intercepted on thecenterline probe at some radius as described above, the prompt y-rays detected by the phase probe indicate the fraction of the beam striking the probe in one turn or the next . This time-offlight spectrum is stored in atwo-dimensional array in coincidence with a signal generated by a 60 Hz ramp . If the beam is being swept from turn to turn by a fluctuation synchronized with 60 Hz (or 120 Hz or 360 Hz), then the magnitude and frequency of the effect can be observed' directly in an isometric display of the data . The sensitivity of the technique is related to theabsolute phaseand the phase width ofthe beam, as discussed above. With this technique, malfunction in the dee-voltage regulation system of 1/103 was discovered. Regulation now is better than 1/104 . The frequency stability of the mater oscillator is rated at 1/10°, while the magnetic field is stable to less than 1/105. Results from the two-parameter' diagnostic set-up are consistent with these values .
After the correction was made to the dee-voltage regulator, thé time width, the intensity, and the gating efficiency of theextracted beam were found to be modutated at frequencies of 60 Hz, 120 Hz, and 360 Hz ;the intensity was slso modulated at a frequency`of the order of 700 kHz. The 700 kHz component has been attributed to oscillations of the plasma within the ion source, and while they result in some loss of intensity, they do not appear to afect the beam quality, which suggests space-charge effects are not significant. The 60 Hz related modulations were more serious in that the beam intensity was modulated as much as 100% with a 50% duty cycle and in addition increased the time width of the time-of-flight beam pulse by as much as I ns .
The modulation was traced to two sources, 60 Hz pick-up in the time reference signal and ripple in the W. C. PARKINSON et al.
deflector power supply . Ground loop pick-up in the time reference signal obtained from the dee voltage caused a modulation in the flight timesmeasured by the phase probe. Ripple in theoutput of the regulated do extractor voltage can change the trajectory of the ions through the extractor channel and thus the arrival time of the beam on target . This modulation has since been reduced to less than 0.03%. The sensitivity of the diagnostic probes to modulation was calibrated by injecting into the dee voltage, ion source anddeflector regulator a 100 Hz modulation of known amplitude and observing the results with the phase probe in a two-dimensional count-rate versus time spectrum . This technique provided a convenient diagnostic tool to sort out which systems were responsible for the time modulations on the external beam .
External ion-optics
The floor plan of the cyclotron facility is shown in fig. 22 . The beam after extraction from the cyclotron can be directed to either the high or low resolution beam lines by switching on or off magnet FMI . The instrumentation for measuring the emittance of the extracted beam, the snooper El and wire scanning probe E2, are located as shown on the plan . The quadrupole doublet Q1 is used only with the lowresolution line.
. THE HIGH-RESOLUTION LINE
Designed primarilyforcharged-particle'spectroscopy with aresolving power EIAE= 8 x`103, thebasic design and constructional details of the' beam preparation' system and reaction-products analysis system have been described in detail previously'). The beam preparation system consists of two outside "C" magnets, FM I and FM2, each of wedge angle 110°, n=-j, and 200 cm radius of curvature. These parameters result in equal image and object distances of 350 cm and a dispersion at 40 MeV of 10 keV/mm for each magnet and therefore 5 keV/mm for the two magnets in series. The useful aperture is 2" high by 6}" wide and results in a solid angle of 4x 10 -4 sr. The vertical acceptance angle is 0.65°, and the radial acceptance angle is 2.1°. Each magnet contains 26 t of steel, 57001bs of copper,' and requires 7 .5x104 ampere-turns to provide a field of 8000 G.
The power supply (35 kW) for each magnet is a three-phase reactor-controlled unit rated for 135 V at 260 A. The magnetic field regulator is similar to that of the main magnet ; the current and magnetic field are held constant by one regulator loop while the voltage drop across a series transistor panel is held within the proper range by a reactor driver. The current sensor is a water-cooled constantan shunt which produces 5 V for a current of 260 A . The current signal provides for short-term regulation while long-term feedback is' obtained from an NMR device. The sensor signals are summed with a stable Zener reference at the input of an amplifier with a do gain of 150 dB and a bandwidth of 0.00`Az . The regulator drives the series transistor panel consisting of 30 parallel 2N173 transistors. The panel is designed to operate at an average voltage drop of 9 V or power dissipation of 2 .4 kW. The short-term stability is measured by 'observing the ripple voltage across the magnet. The main contribution is 40 mV of 60 Hz which produces a field variation of less than 1 :106. The long-term stability is determined by the NMR device and is better than 1 :105 .
The reaction-products analysis system consists of three 180°, n = I magnets of radii of curvature 133 cm (AMI, AM2, AM3) . The principal parameters are : image and object distance = 93 cm, solid angle 4x 10 -4 sr, dispersion = 15 keV/mm per magnet at 40 MeV or 5 keV/mm for the three in series . Each magnet weights 33 t and the system of three can be rotated in angle aboutan axis through the target from -10°to +180°with respect to the direction of the beam on the target, maintaining the axis of rotation fixed to better than 0.002". The ion-optics are described ill detail in ref. 1.
The power supplies and regulators for each of the three magnets are similar to those of the focusing magnets except the supplies are rated for 120V at 400 A. Theconstantan shunts produce 5 V at 400 A and the transistor panels consist of 45 parallel 2N173 transistors . The feedback and reference voltage are summed at theinputof a high-gain two-stage amplifier. The amplifiers have a do gain of 150dB and an initial breakpoint at 0.001 Hz. At 8 Hz theresponse is leveled out to 76 dB until a final breakpoint at 50 kHz. This gives a larger gain at higher frequencies and results in an improved response to line-voltage transients. The stability of the magnetic fields is again better than 1 :10x, Questions of source emittance and line s.lape, line shape and resolution, determination of image surfaces and aberrations, resolution and brightness, dispersion cancellation, kinematic corrections, detectors, momentum matching, calibration and precision Q-value measurements have been discussed in detail previously"-"').
Typical currents to the scattering chamber are 75-100 nA per E/AE= 10°for singly ionized ions and 40-50 nA for doubly ionized. As described in ref. 19 an additional factor of ten in intensity can be obtained without loss in resolution usingdispersion cancellation.
. THE LOW-RESOLUTION LINE
Designed for neutron time-of-flight measurements, a variety of charged-particle measurements such as (x, xn), (a, 7) , lifetime measurements, and for the lowresolution study of heavy-ion induced reactions, the ion-optical system hasaresolving powerof EIRE = 103. The details of the ion-optics and the time-of-flight spectrometer are described elsewhere"'). Typical currents are I pA of singly ionized ions forE/dE=103. By relaxing the single-turn extraction requirement and accepting a larger energy spread, beams up to 5 pA have been obtained .
The beam line incorporates five magnets. The two quadrupole doublets (QIand Q2) and twoof the three dipole magnets (MI and M2) were purchased from AlphaScientific (model no. 3014 and 3021 quadrupoles W. C. PARKINSON et al . and model no. 3095CB dipoles) . Each is powered with regulated supplies furnished by Alpha Scientific, and the two dipole magnets are field-stabilized by an NMR also supplied by Alpha Scientific .
The neutron target magnet (M3) was constructed originally as an inside "C" uniform field 90°reaction products analyzer for use with the 50" cyclotron. It has been converted to an outside "C" for use with the neutron time-of-flight system. The target is moved in azimuth through the gap to change the scattering angle between the incident beam and the detectors (D) at the end of the neutron tunnel. The slits NSt and NS2 are adjusted horizontally to match the target position.
The magnet is powered by a reactor-controlled, series-regulated supply similar to those in the highresolution line . The regulator amplifier is chopperstabilized with a do gain of 140 dB, Becausnthe stability requirement is only 1 :104, no magnetic field sensor is used in the feedback path.
Over the years many people have con,ributed to bringing the cyclotron facility to its present state. A number of st!tdents, former and present, have contributed hours of time to tedious jobs, such as field measurements . We would particularly thank A . S . Broad for his effort in modifying the ion source for the one-dee configuration and D. A . Lewis for his assistance in the orbit studies effort . The laboratory owes a tremendous debt to W. E. Downer who, with the assistance of. J. Koenig, M . W. Prince, D . Schleede, and A . V. Smith, has been responsible for all the mechanical, constructional, and operational aspects of the facility. Their efforts have exceeded the norm by far.
